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LAND USE CONCEPT
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FIGURE
GREEN NETWORK
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Figure 7: Town Centre Mixed Use
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FIGURE 8
RESIDENTIAL USES
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Figure 9: Commercial and Mixed Use
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FIGURE 10
URBAN SERVICES
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Legend:
- NSP Boundary
- Institutional / Residential Mixed Use
- Arterial Roadway
- Civic Use

Map showing urban services in the Northwest Decoteau NSP area with highlighted areas for different uses.

Key:
- Ellerslie Road (9 Avenue S.W.)
- 50 Street S.W.
- 25 Avenue S.W.
- 34 Street S.W.
- NTS

Land use areas include:
- Civic Use
- Institutional / Residential Mixed Use
- Arterial Roadway
- NSP Boundary
FIGURE 11
ROADWAY TYPOLOGIES
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*Dashed lines indicate the “Safe Routes to School”*
FIGURE 12
ACTIVE MODES NETWORK
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*Active Modes Network through Natural Areas is conceptual*
Ellerslie Road (9 Avenue S.W.)

FIGURE 14
STORMWATER SERVICING
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To future SWMF 26
FIGURE
WATER SERVICING
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Figure Staging
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